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radiologists, and by myself. The same specialists withdrew 
their owu diagnosis and changed a cancer tumor to a harm
less inflammation after orgone treatment reached decisive 
therapeutic success and the tumor was in a rapid disintegra
tion. IJut a microscopic examination of the remainder of the 
tumor nt the University of Jerusalem resulted in the Wl· 

equivocal diagnosis of a cancerous melanoma." 
lt is now more than thirty years since Reich began his 

treatment of cancer. The amount of work done hy others 
in extending it and building on his findings is still pitifully 
small, but at least a beginning has been made, with the 
work of l loppc, Chiurco and Bizzi in Italy, that is already 
having international repercussions. 

"There are today some thirty or forty men and women 
who constitute a sort of inner cabinet of cancerology," 
wrote Bernard Glemser in his survey of cancer research nod
progress. "They are scicnt ists of great accomplishment and 
total dedication; they have immense prestige and, deservedly, 
considerable power; and they are involved directly or in
directly with virtually every aspect of cancer research all 
over the world." 

That Professor Chiurco, who is one of this leading group, 
should be sufliciently convinced of the correctness of Reich's 
bioenergetic concepts to support and encourage the wider 
application and development of orgone therapy, may shake 
the confklence a little of those who, on hearsay evidence, by 
rumor and roundabout report, nnd without reference to any 
of the original source rualerials or experiments, wrote off 
Reich's cancer work ns worthkss. 
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The EJectrodynamic Theory of Life 

1J F. S. C. Nu,·tl,rup 

Interest In life energy has In turn revived intereJt in tfie 
"electrodynamic theory of life." Hae fa 1/,e c/u.l'sic .111111·1111 ,11, 
which is only now, after almost forty years, .becoming 
recognized by many scientists as one of the mo.r1 impur1,111t 
sc ientific and philosophical statements of 1he cemury . 

• • •

There are several factors which suggest th:it living things 
must be viewed from thr. elcctrodynami<.: point of -.ic-w. 
Certain of these factors appe;ir in the no11biolugical scicni:o.:s 
and in general philosophical considerntions; others aris..- in 
biology itself, and particularly in connection with recent 
evidence concerning the factors controlling the developmcrit 
of the nervous system. 

I. 
General Scientific and Phllosophlcal Considerations 

If one views the history of science as a whole, inchi.ling 
its Greek as well as its modem manifestations, a cc1 tain 
contrast appears. Greek science wu dominated largely by 
mathematics and astronomy, whereas since the seventccnth 
century physics and chemistry have been the leading 
disciplines. This djjference in emphasis among the special 
sciences bespeaks a more fundamental difference in scientific 
ouUook. Mathematics and astronomy as th.:y appearc<l ia 
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urrclC t1rnc-s 111 the geometry ol t::uclid and In the mathemall• 
c.11 n!lrn110111y of EuJ01l11� were systematic deductive scienc.:s 
dc:iliug with the entire spatial and astronomical universe as a 
whole. Jt i� an obvious peculiarity of geometry as a pure 
science that it is concerned wholly with structure and not at 
all with matter. It is a more unexpected peculiarity of astro
nomy that it, more than any other of the natural sciences, 
tends to conceive of nature as a purely formal system. This 
was the case in Greek times and with Kepler, and is, or was, 
the case in our own time with Eddington and Jeans. It was 
not the case, however, with Oalilei and Newton. They con. 
ceivcd of the astronomical universe as a physical system 
analogous to the system of earth and ball and inclined 
plane with which Galilei verilied his profound and revoJu. 
tionary reflections. 

This brings us to the sharp contrast between traditional 
modern science and Greek science. The latter, dominated as 
it was by such scientists as Eudoxus, Euclid, Apollonius, and 
Archimedes, tended lo regard mathematics as more funda
mental than physics and to think of nature as a purely 
formal structure; the former, following Galilel and Newton, 
made phy�ics primary, and hence regarded nature as an 
aggregate of many physical objects In motion, mathematics 
becoming a very necessary means, but nevertheless merely a 
means, of precisely formulating this physical conception. 
Staled in more general philosophical terms, Greek science, 
including biology with Aristotle, tended to conceive of nature 
In tenns of formal causes; modem science, in tenns of 
material causes. The two views have not been compatible in 
traditionnl scientific or philosophical theory. To maintain 
that nature is a system of forms, unconditioned by matter, is 
to maintain that nature and its systems possess a changeless 
structure; hence, the doctrine of the fixity of biological types 
in Greek biology. To maintain that nature is a collection of 
physical objects in motion is to regard structure as a relation 
between these objects, and subject to change with their mo• 
lion; hence, the essentially modem character of Darwin's 
doctrine of the modification of biological types. In short. 
G�ek inorganic and organio science put the emphasis on 
structure and the eternal constancy of forms, whereas 
modem science has placed the emphasis of physical and 
chemical and biological entities and the variability and evolu
tion of forms. 

This difference between Greek and modem science ex-

UllJll3 ll3CI[ IO one conrrast WtllCtl IS 1111p111 • .:11 Ill 1>11.ll ,.. ., 

already, indicated. The ancient empliasis on slrncturc and 011 

systematic science, such as appeared in the geometry of 
Euclid and the astronomy of Eudoxus, led to the conccptiou 
of nature as a single system. This means that no locul sys11.:111 
can be completely understood by itsdf and that thowu!-'.h• 
going specialization is not sound science; nothing is lrnly 
understood until nature as a whole is understood anti the 
local part is perceived in its exact status in and co1111c:ctio11 
with that whole. This was one of the major reasons why 
Greek science was so inherently and inescapably philo:mphi
cal. The mo�em conception, arising with Galilei's founding 
of "the science of local motion," and with Newton's priu• 
ciple of isolation and the attendant emphasis on masses rath.:r 
than structure, Jed naturally to the conception of nature as 
an _aggregate of many physical objects; hi:nce, the curri:nt 
notion that scientific knowledge is possible for a pers1,n only 
In a very narrow field, and the attendant corollary that any 
attempt, such as the philosopher sometimes proposes, to talk 
about the whole, is idle footless speculation. 

This opposition expresses itself in one other distinctic,n: 
Greek science, except for the atomists, who were repudiakd 
in mathematics, for reasons which we shall show immediately, 
placed the emphasis on continuity; modern science, on dis
continuity. The reason for the Greek point of view is to he 
found in the discovery of the incommensurable by the 
Pythagoreans. They nod the atomists, like the modems, b1.:ga11 
with a discontinuous theory. The attempt was made to build 
up lines and surfaces and solids out of discontinuous clements 
or "pebbles." In short, they tried to define the continuous in 
terms of the discontinuous, and to reduce geometry to 
arithmetic. This worked beautifully until they came upon 
the length of the hypotenuse of a right•angled triangle, the· 
other two sides of which are equal. Setting the sides equal to 
unity the length of the hypotenuse is V2. Stated in more con• 
crete terms, this means that any "pebble" or unit of length 
which goes Jato the length of either side a definite number 
of times leaving nothing over will always leave something 
over when the hypotenuse is measured. This convinced the 
Greeks that the continuous will not reduce to the discontin11• 
ous and that geometry is more fundamental than arithmetic. 
Modem science, on the other band, discovered nature to be
!.!2!:!!!£, reducea geometry to arithmetic by generalizing its
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�1eory of number1 aud regarded di3GC>ntinuit� and the man)'.,,
as more fundamental than contmmty. and t e one. 

This modem emphasis on entities, fluid forms, atomicity, 
and discontinuity has dominated biological thought. Oalilcl 
had no more than developed his physical and mechanical 
theory of the inorganic universe before Harvey proceeded to 
apply ·ical and mechanical conce lions to livin creatu ea 
in the discovery o t e c1reu at1on o e blood. Lavoisier ro
vealed the chemical character of respiration and metabolism 
in living things at the same time that be placed chemistry 
upon secure foundations with. the discovery of the principle 
Ill the conservation of mas!, Gradually with Liebig and 
Wohler, !iild the vast army of physiological chemists, the 
chemical nature of living creatures has become more and 
more evident. It is to be noted that this is a distinctly modem 
emphasis. Chemistry rests upon a discontinuous atomic cog
ception of nature, and atomism in its traditional mterpreta• 
·1on involves an em hasis u on entities rather than u 

on I e conslltuent e ements rather than upag_ 
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to the placing of the Greek upon an equal footing with the 
modern standpoint. Moreover, the concq,ts nl0cli1icd a1c �u 
primary in the levels of importance and so general .u,u uni
VC13al in their application that every branch of hum�n ac
tivity and even the very meaning and significance of auy fact 
we observe or experiment we perform arc affected. 

The elemental and essential fact as it appears in physics 
can be slakd very brieHy; atomic physics has had to he s11p
plemented with field physie11. The powt to be noted b that 
tbc particle both conditions and is conditioned by its lidJ. 
Stated in more general terms this means that cooli11ui1y a� 
well as discontinuity is ultimate. that nalure is both one nllll 
!Dany. In short, any local system io part constitutes a11d is 
m part constituted in its behavior by nature as a whole 
and the physical field in which it is embedded. 'CTus redis
covery of the continuous field, or the one, as a causal Lte1or 
conditioninJ the behavior of the constituent particles. or � 
many, is a return to the Greek standpoint. Dul the a1 tides 
also determine the character of the field. 1 his is the fll() c rn 
viewpoint. The reci r I causal relation between field and thewliole. 1 his attitude of mind bas gone all ilirough biology 

even where no appeal bas been made to the chemical nature 
of the processes or factors considered. Practically a century 
ago Schleiden nod Schwann discovered the cellular nature of 
r.lants and animals. l.!,ere "'was the supposedly ultlDlate bio
logical atom. More recently the emphasis bas shifted from 
the cell to the gene, but even so the emphasis is still on 

) 
' 
\ 

,a · onnts to a union o bot view oints. This i:, the 
act which anyone with an eye to first principles can sce 

standing out amid all the complexities and confw;ious of 
current discoveries in physics . 

But this mere designation of the fact is not enough. We 
do not possess science until our findings are formulati:d in 
terms of clear consistent iJrinciples. At this point, current
scientific and philosophic thought is confronted with a 
serious difficulty. According to all traditional scientific and 
philosophical conceptions the Greek and modern views o{ 
science contradict each other. It was precisely beca11�e of 
this contradiction that we had to reject Plato's and Arj,lotk's 
physics, biology, and philosophy in order to accept Galilci'�. 
Newton's, and Darwin'�. The difficulty can be put very sim
ply, The modem conception of nature as a discontjnpoq� 
collection of movinR particles makes all order jn nature a 11.W· 
porary effect, renders nature as a whole a mere aggregat.:, 
and provides no meanin for continuit us a rima · laclur 
or for the fie! as a causal actor. '(he Greek conception, ns 
formulated, either in mathematics and astronomy hy Pli.llo 
and Eudoxus1 or in biology by Anstotle. ilocs 1ustice t<ltlic 
contioui and unit and or anization. and to t,tie tit!ld cha{· 
acter of natural &henomena, at t e cost of interpreting nature
as a aipgle su stance or system and r.endering cbau�e, 

�nllh!= It 1s to be noted that t':/.h�is�e�nu
!:!
·re��d�ev?;,eµlo��u.L;��4i� 

ca over int hiloso stand int
which was discovered and clearly formulate nt m p ysics 
and chemistry. There can be no doubt of its success or 
validity. There is nothing to date to indicate that the biologist
should hesitate to follow the lead which the more mature
and exact science of physics gives him. 

If this be granted, then it is clear ti.Jal a slight change of
emphasis must come into bjolozjcal theory. For the entire 
modem standpoint with its emphasis on � rather than
organization. upon discontinuitv rather than continuity, upon 
local 1vsleg1s rather thnn upon their status iii the total field_
of nature as a whole, bas been found in physics IO pi@ 
rather radical and thorou b om su lementation. The 
wo supp cmen atlon 1s to e emp as1zed, or c modem
standpoint has not been rejected; it is being merely amended.
The amencl_ment is so thoroughgoing, however, as to amount
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atomicity, and the temporal origin of species meaningless. It 
is clear, therefore, 
cauaal interaction between particle agd field can possess
meaningful, consistent theoretical . theorx 
of h of science • More-
over, must comb1De e ree an modem 
conceptions o sc1euce which have prcv10 
to be incompatible. 

It i!I essea tial that the reader sense the necessity of this 
theoretical formulation before going further. Otherwise � 
elccirodynarn1c theory of lil · sed · · r will ap-
pear as bu ::_,.!:::.:.:,_:;;=�*i-:.�1.!.:;:�!!f--=���;,: d its
es sen po i'iii 
may e au-
thors of th� paper had when the theory, proposed here, was
presented to an experimental anatomisl He replied, "Yes,

cld theo!I of life is reasonabl«!, but what is the field ex-
nerminecLbY its physicochemical constituents?" 

,e gave expression to the fundamental presup
e?sitlon of traditional modem science that the field, or na• 
turc as a whole, is a mere ap\regale of the atomic �arts ana
tn H was quite nght also 

would be but a new 
name old com I ces were UliB all that lt m�ns.Tbe 
point ls, however, that the t eory w 1ch we arc proposing 
means more than this. The mjcroscopic physicochcmical constituents _ do determine the charac 
cogniZant of modem pbCsics an 
can deny this. But ffij� reation between oe10 ang pamqe " 
no_t, as traditional modem scil!!}ti" ·• 
p.symmetriciifor one-way reTatjon. 1 UI:: Ul::IU OULU Ut:LelJIIIUCll· '-··' by tbe particle. But to find mcanipg for

partial aemc, an ultimate causal factor is 
Io the tradilionaJ modem scientific con-

11 collection of particles in motion ana

-iociples to p
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u a causal factor. Without this rcv1s1011 in ou� most ch.:
·�mPntal concepti_c,n of natll_[e as co111:<·1v,·lt

1eories)wheilierm physiology or pliv�k:i 

lt is easy enough to find meaning for the unit of 11.1turc 
llrld for the field as a causal factor prov, ing we n:tur11 w 
that Greek conception of science which makes cunlinuil 

·--·•· ··-·-d- __ , .. __ as one substance, and i11tc1rn:1� al
'"'""' uo " ... �,.., uvouaction from the unit • llul this is Ill 

-- ·- ...... 1<1.f ............ ,.a. ..... A "11,fl, f,n,.-4 mP:,nino for th� _ __ C,llliiI 
1h.e field nt ttie cost or acnvme an d�termi11atioo 

pf the field bl the particle. Clearly, modem sciencewiTI ll•JI
permit US to O this. His impossjble now lo ucny the validity 
qf physjcocbemical categories. There is tbc pa111clc as w.:ll ;is 
fJls; field, It is clear, therefore, that meaning for the fidd urid 
tbe unjty of natuc" as a causal factor must be gained with
out rejecting the prim atomic physicod1<'.111i,.;,il 
calcgories 'of modem science. The on y comp cte Y p 1y�1c I 
theory of tbe first principles of science propo�ed to date 1,·hid1 
accomplishes this is the macrosco ic atomic l co dc1 <·lopcJ 
by one of the authors o this paper (Northrop). It 1ctai11s 
the kinetic atomic t e traditional modem science, 
thereby providing theoretical foundations or the hvsico
chemjcal categories wh1c mo ern mvest1ga1Jons ave csta J• 
lisbed, and providing meaning for the determination of the 
field by the particle. To this traditional kinetic atomic theury 
it adds one macroscopic atom which surrounds, and, .wkly 
because of Its relatively small fixed finite size, comprcs�es 
and congests the microscopic particks, of the whole of na
ture, of traditional theory, which it contains. 1 hus n u11ity 
of nature as a whole is impressed upon the compounuing 
and aggregating of the microscopic particles to make wm
plex nature one as well as many, a unity ns well as an a\\nrc
gate, a field which in part determines the behavior of each 
particle and process, as well as a complex continuum, in p.irt 
constituted by the motion and interaction of lhe particles. 
Whether the macroscopic atomic theory will gain co11fin11a
tlon directly by furtber empirical inve�tigations nccJ not 
concern us here. Its mere exi&tence as a possible thcory is 
suffici!:nt for our present purposes, since this demonqtratcs 
that it ls possible to combine the Greek scientific conceptions 
of nature as a single system with the modc1 a scientific con
ception of nature as an aggregate of many particles. without 
contradiction, and thereby gives meaningful formul.ilion to 
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the thesis that the particle in its behavior both dctennines 
and is dctem1ined by the field in which it is embedded. 

Having demonstrated that the doctrine of the reciprocal 
interaction between field and particle can be given consistent 
meaningful theoretical formulation, it remains to designate 
the evidence in both physics and biology which supports it, 
and the modification in our attitude toward all systems in 
nature, which its acceptance must entail. 

The first couclusive evidence. in physics of the necessity of 
supplementing atomic physics with field physics appeared in 
the relativity theory. A short survey of certain developments 
in the history of science will make this clear. Science bu 
always distinguished between two types of structure or re
latedness in nature. The one type, most evident in space, Is 
relatively constant through ti!ne; the other, evident in the 
obvious changing relations between things, is subject to 
change with time. Actually both types of structure of related• 
ness apply lo the physical content of the universe, but New
tonian physics did not view the situation in this light. In
stead, it separated the relatively constant spatial structure of 
physical nature from the physical content and turned the 
separated structure into an independent entity called abso
lute space. This space was really a field, but since it per
mitted matter to move through it without opposition, there 
was little or no meaning to the statement that the field con
ditioned the behavior of the particle. A similar separation 
and reification of the field character of physical nature oc
curred in the sciences of optics and electricity with the 
introduction of the ether. The theory of relativity has demon
strated, however, that this entire procedure is mistaken. In 
doing away with the independent ether, and in merging mat
ter and space and lime, Einstein has shown that the approxi
mately constant macroscopic structure of space is the ap
proximately constant macroscopic structure of matter itself. 
The field is not independent of matter but a very condition 
for an causal determiner of the behavior of matter. Thus 
Einstein replaces Newton's three laws of motion with the 
single law that a body moves in a path which is a geodesic 
of the space-time of the observer's frame of reference. But 
the general theory of relativity also prescribes that the dis
tribution of matter determines the character of the metrical 
field, and thereby the lay of the geodesic. Thus the particle 
both conditions and is conditioned by the metrical field. 

These considerations from the verified general theory of 
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. relativity are sufficient to indicate that the attempt lo cnn
ccive of nature entirely in terms of the pluralistic di,c:,,n
tinuous microscopic atomic physicochemical c:itegorics u[ 
1raditional scientific thought is inadequate. This doc� not 
mean that these traditional categories are invalid; they ar.: in 
fact necessary, as the general theory of r.:lativity indic·,,ks 
when it makes the metrical properties of space dep.:ndrnt 
upon them and their distribution, but they are ucvenhckss 
insufficient. The field also conditions the behavior ol the 
particle. 

The second evidence in physics for the theory of the recip
rocal determination of particle and field appears in wave me
chanics. At this point the relevance of all this for biology 
can be made more direct and explicit. Biologists have di:1-
covered that whatever else living creatures may be, they arc 
in a very real and significant sense pbysicochcmical systems. 
But chemists and physicists have now conclusively demon
atrated that the electrodynamic theory of nature is more fun
damental than the chemical theory. The reduction of th,� 
chemical atom to electrons and protons and the dcvdop
ment of quantum theory and wave mechanics implies this. 
Moreover, the recent surprising tendency in wave mechanics 
ii to put the emphasis on the field even to the point at ti111\'!I 
of attempting to derive the particle from it. This, as Darrow 
and 0. P. Thomson have pointed out, is an error; moreover, 
quantum physics reveals even new evidences of discontinuity. 
Nevertheless, the fact still remains that the field as a dis
tinctly causal factor is indispensable. 

These established and accepted findings of contemporary 
physics are sufficient to indicate that the same influence from 
the mature science of physics, which previously drove biok)gy 
with Harvey to the mechanical theory of living creaturcs, 
and with Lavoisier to the chemical theory of their nuturc, 
must now drive us to an electrodynamic theory of life. Con
temporary developments in physics rest upon the discovery 
of the primacy of electrodynamic theory over chemical or 
traditional physical theory. 

Moreover, and this is the crucial point, this shift involves 
much more than a mere shift in terms. Contemporary physics 
has gone very much further than the mere statement of 
chemical elements in terms of electrons and protons. 
The latter advance, while of great importance, still im·olvcs the 
traditional emphasis solely on entities and their motion. 
The current shift is much more fundamental than this, for the 
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field as well as the particle is now revealed as a causal fac

tor. Once this point is really grasped our whole attitude 
toward our scientific .knowledge must change. Structure again 
becomes signific.:anl. It is no longer pennissible to assume, as 
traditional modem science bas done, that if the constituent 
chemical components are determined, the field and the st.ruo
ture will take care of itself. 

The significance of this for biology can be made evident 
by a brief consideration of its most fundamental and 
perph!xing probkrn-the problem of organization. It is a com• 
mouplace that living creatures, notwithstanding the modifi
cation in types in evolution, maintain a certain constancy of 
structure through continuous changes of material. Aristotle 
with his doct1we of formal as well as material causes pro
vided a theoretical basis for this fact, but failed to account 
for the mutability of species. Modem science with its redis
covery of the kinetic atomic theory and its attendant doc
trine of the variability of structure with motion provided 
meaning for Darwin's discovery, and the pbysicochemical 
nature of life, but at the cost, u Claude Bernard indicated, 
and as Oricsch and J. S. Haldane have emphasized more re
cently, of failing to do adequate justice to the relative con• 
stancy of biological organization. The traditional modern 
doctrine that the chemical elements completely condition tho 
structure and organization of the organism failed to explain 
why a certain structural constancy persisted through tho 
chemical flux. 

Thi! obvious inadequacy Jed to· the introduction of non• 
physical factors such as Driesch'1 "entelechy," Spemann'1
"organizer," Rig11ano's "biological energy," Child's "physiolo
gical gradient," Weiss's "biological field," and Kohler'1 "Oe
stalten," all of which have certain validity as descriptive 
terms. It now appears, however, that the difficulty may have 
its basis not in the failure of any possible physical theory, 
but in the inadequacy of traditional physical theory. For tho 
chemical view with its emphasis on entities has been demon• 
atrated to reduce to the electrodynamic view in which the 
more constant structural guiding contribution of the field is 
found to supplement the contingent changing relatedness 
introduced by the motion of tho particles. 

If this new electrodynamic theory Is correct, it follows that 
biological science must supplement Its present emphasis on 
chemical analysis and on entities with a more serious study, 
by the experimental determination of potential distribution, of 
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field factol'll and strncture nn<l organi1.a1i,,n in ihdf. It a!}
pean also that biology itself suggests lh..: n•�--..,�,11y of the 
particle-field theory. 

11. 
Bloloelcal and Neurologlc11I Con�id�r:itio11s 

The necessity is apparent when an attempt i� made to un
ravel the underlying processe!I inherent in 0111ug,·11y. In spite 
of the mass of accumulated data concerning 1hc lkvclup
mcnt of the organjsm in general and of the n..:rYoos system 
In particular, no thoroughly satisfaclo1 y c.�plan.iti0n has 
been given of the regulation and control uf rruwlh. De�crip
tion of successive steps of development in a wide variety of 
forms reveals little of the relationships which exist between 
the steps or the factors which regulate the passage l'rom one 
to the other. The very wealth of the accumulated facts tends 
to obscure the underlying regulation aml to dl:fy analysis. 
It was this difficulty which led Driesc.:h lo the repostulation 
of a ''vital force," or entelechy. This brilliant hypothesis has 
never received its just due. Tbe whole theory is a very ade
quate description of an extraordinarily constant control and 
regulation of growth. Its weakness lays in its a�st11nptioa of 
an extrabiological agent incapable of scicntitic ,.kscription. 
The field theories of Spemann, Weiss, and Gurwitsch arc also 
valuable attempts at explanation, but like the eutelechica of 
Drieacb, scientific analysis is well-nigh impossible. 

All embryologists have been impressed at ooc time or an
other with one aspect of the problem nolt:J above. Growing 
systems posses an extraorilinary capacity for �elf-regulation. 
Some powerful agent seems to be inherent in the sys
tem through which the progress of development from stage 
to stage is coordinated and regulated according to a definite 
plan. Each and every biological system seems to pos�ss a 
dynamic ''wholeness," the maintenance of who� integrity is 
a necessity of continued organic existence. Virtually all the 
theoretical analyses stress this quality, but no adequate defi
nition of this dynamic agent or adequate explanation of ii. 
working has been offered. 

Not only la the regulation in ontogeny an enigma, but wo 
are still almost completely ignorant of the dynamic rclation
shJps in living systems. A considerable body of information 
is avallablo concerning the physical and chemical structure 
of protoplasm, but we know little of the way in which the 
elements are org�ized into a dynamic whole. The cytoplasm 
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of a living cell is oot a formless agglomeration of chemical . 
substances but is on integrated and coordinated system. It is lieved that the theory about to be proposed satisfies this 
impossible to conceive of cy_toplasm as a haphazard arraoge- condition and, if it c� be demonstrated, gives the solutiun
m�nt of molecules. A �efinite pattern of relationships must lo many probl�ms of biology.
exist. We pos�ess a modicum of knowledge of these relation• The theory 1s the result of mooy years o( expcnmental 
ships at any one moment, but we have no adequate theory investigation of the mechanisms involved i.i1 the <levelop1ncnt 
of the mechanism which maintains that pattern throughout of the nervous system. In these studies it has been shown 
the rapidly changing flux in living systems. Study of the situ- } that an extremely important factor in the organiz.ation of 
ntion in the nucleus is somewhat more advanced because of I the nervous system is the rise and faJI of dillcrential growth 
th� greater definiteness of the formed elements. We possess I rates within the wall of the �eural tube. �or�over, expcri-
fa1rly clear statements of the physical and to some extent of J mental work confirms the behef that the d1rcct1on of growth 
the chemical components of the nucleus: The dynamic ac- and the end station of differentiating nerve fibers is rclah!d 
tivities of the formed elements, the chromosomes, have been lo these primary centers of rapid proliferation. Inasmuch as 
partially unraveled by geneticists. As in cytoplasm however they seem to be potent factors in impaiting the fiber pattern 
we lack any adequate hypothesis of the mechanism:.i involved to the nervous system, it becomes necessary lo inquire into 
in chromosomal aggregations or in the splitting and distrl- the agents which could act to determine the locus of these 
bution of the compoocnt elements. The results of the processes area, and to regulate the division rates in them. If this could 
have bee? widely_ studied and have provided an important ij be settled, then !t. would be pos�ible to fom1ulate a hypoth..,.. 
body of mformallon, but we still lack understanding as to Ila as to the ongm of pattern m the ·nervous system. Con• 
how the results ore accomplished. Here then - as in em- ceivably this might provide a clue to the origin of patlern iu 
bryology, we find "pattern or organization" the 'tundamental developing organisms and in other living systems. 
problem. An increasing body of evidence indicates th&t bioelectric 

The difficulties suggested above are no Jess apparent in phenomena underlie growth as weU as many other biological 
the analysis of the development of the nervous system. The I processes. Nwnerous electromeu-ic studies compel us to be-
successive steps have been described by· innumerable workers, f �c�e in the presen�e. o�!�r and potential differences in
but we lack any rational explanation of the appearance of I livtnJ�l!l.S, If this 11 true, 1t follows by ddlu1t1011 that elcc-
local regions of growth and differentiation and of the final · · trodynamic fields arc also present. Their existence in the
establishment of nuclear masses and fiber-tract pathways ! physical world la generally accepted. Moreover, the fo1med
Although Spemann has shown the importance of th� relations of particulate matter is to a considerable degree a
dorsal lip of the blastopore as a concomitant of the forma- function of such fields. Thus the individual characterutics
tion of the �ervous s_ysten:i, ther� is little understanding of 

· of atomi� matter arc a_ result �f the inte�depeode�ce of fields
the factors mvolved 10 this relationship. Moreover, neither and particles. Pattern m �hys1cs, then, ts deter�med by the £-· 
fac� nor. theory has yet made clear the nature of the factors i 

iote�lay of �lectrodynanuc fields and the particular mall.er 
which give tlus power to the dorsal lip of the blastopore theretn contained. 

• Careful consideration of the many facts of which the l It is reasonable to extend this hypothesis into the realm of 
nbove is but a suggestive resume, compels � to look for a I biology: potential gradients and polar dilfercoces ex.isl in 
hypothesis which wiU cover not ooly the dynamics of develop- j living systems. If this ls so, then electrodynamic fields are 
ment but nlso the pattern of organization of unitary bio- / also present. The following theory mny therefore be formu-
logical systems. The search for such a hypothesis has intrigued l lated. The pattern or organization of any biological system 
many investigators. As has been shown earlier in this paper ! la established by a complex electrodynamic field, which is in
its formulation has been hindered by reliance upon earlie; I part determined by its atomic physieochemical components 
physical theory. With the advent in physics of the field and which in part determines the behavior and orientation of 
tbeory of the relationships between particulate matter the f those components. This field is electrical in the physical sense 
resolution of the biological theory becomes clearer It h be- I aod by its properties it relates the entities of 1he biological • 

1 system in a characteristic pattern and is itself in part a 

4

4
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result of the existence of those entities. It determines and b 
determined by the components. More than establishing pat-
tern, it must maintain pattern in the midst of a physico
chcmical Oux. Therefore, it must regulate and control living 
things, it must be the mechanism the outcome of whose ac
tivity is "wholeness," orga.n_ization, and continuity. The elec
trodynamic field then is comparable to the cntelechy of 
Driesch, the embryonic fidd of Spemann, the biological field 
of Weiss. 

The implication of the above theory for embryology yields 
a number of interesting points, only one of which can be 
considered here. An intriguing problem in chordate develop
ment is the establishment of a longitudinal axis. This Is a 
very renJ structural aligument, although at early stages in 
development the cells which are related to it may be toti
potent. Experimental rearrangement of the cellular units does 
not change the ax.is although they themselves may have their 
ultimate fate altered. Caudal cells may become cephalic cells, 
right cells may become left with little serious interference 
wilh the normal processes of growth. Yet in some way the 
constituent cells of the growing system have their fate de
termined and their behavior and orientation controlled. 

At least two factors in this regulation are familiar. Em- t bryology and genetics have given adequate evidence of the 
importance of the chromosomes in determining cellular fate. 
The investigntions of Weismann, Driesch, Boveri, Hertwig, 
and many others atte�t this. The geneticists have confirmed 
it and we are compelled to believe that the formed elements 
in the nucleus partly determine the growth and differentiation 
of cells. But the experimental embryologists have shown 
that lntercellular relationships are no less important. Spe
mano and his students have demonstrated the dependence 
of cells on their local environment. The induction or organ
ization hypothesis ls an expression of their findings. To gene
lie constitution, then, there must be added local cellular
environment as an important detenniner of cell fate and
therefore of the organization of the growing systems. 

To Driesch, however, we owe the brilliant observation that
the fate of any group of cells in an embryo is not only
genetically conditioned but is also a function of the position
of that group in the whole biological system. The .mechanism
by which position could detennine cellular potencies was ex-
plained hy Driescb through the assumption of an extra-
biological guiding principle, aft entelechy. It is at this point
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that the electrodynamic field theory propo$ed above pnwid,:\ 
a •iioificant explanation of the well-recogniz.cd facts. h1 th� 
physical world the nature of an atom is dependent upon tlic 
number of entities which comprise it and the field in whkh 
they lie, the position of the electron orbits being of hmd.1.
meotal importance. So, on a very much more complex �calc 
in a biological system the fate of any group of cells is deta
mined in part by the position those cells occupy in the 
ekctrodyoamic field of the embryo. It is cle:ir that if the 
above be granted, three factors are present in the normal 1.k
vcloprnent of an organism. The cells must ·possess a ce1t,dn 
acnetic constitution, a certain cellular environment, a11d a 
ccnain position in an electrodynamic field. 

Tbis is not the place to extend the application of the 
theory to many other problems of embryology, for another 
Important aspect calls for attention. The pattern of the or
ganiz.ation of the molecular and atomic constituents of proto
plasm is an even more important problem to biology than 
the physicocbemical nature of the entities theru�clves. It is 
not enough to know the chemical formula of protoplasm. It 
is of vital importance. to understand how the elements are 
related to each other, how they are gathered together in a 
single "whole" system. If the electrodynamic the<iry is 
sound, the characteristic relationship of the elements of any 
biological system is a function of the field of the system. If 
this be true, then the great jump from living organic matter 
to nonliving physical matter is no longer inexplicable. The 
difference between the two is to be found in all probability in 
more complex fields and more complex molecular structure. 

· Life, then, is not a special creation but an expression of
fundamental law operating in living and nonliving matter
alike.

The theoretical considerations here presented have led us
to the conclusion, reached by nearly all other investigators,
that pattern or organization is a fundamental characteristic
of biological systems, or of physical systems, or of the uni
verse .. The electrodynamic theory provides a working hy
pothesis for a direct attack upon this problem. If accepted,
it opens up a wide field of study based upon elcctrometric
methods. It should be possible, therefore, to determine by
objective experiment whether or not such fields exist. In
other words,· this theory can be put to experimental test.
Finally, the theory makes it possible to place the investiga
tion of the organization of living systems on the same objec-
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live and physical 
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basia as the analysis of their chemical 
t. 
( 

coostitucnts. : 
It appears, therefore, that a hypothesis of this type Is l

. necessary to bring biological theory into line with physical 

1
�

theory. Moreover, biological consideratioru alone affirm a 
similar necessity and provide a sufficient amount of data to , 
warrant putting to nature, by experimcotal and electromctric 

j methods, the questions which this theory raises. These que!
tions fall naturally into three categories. In the first of these 

f are to be found questions as to the presence and character 
of potential and polar dillerences in living organisms. In the 
second are tbe questions dealing with the measurement of J 
electrodynamic fields as concomitants of tbe potential differ- j 
ences. Jn the third are those questions which ·are associated 
with the impact of an altered field in the environment on I 
developing mechanisms. In all probability new technical 
methods will have to be devised before definite answers can I
be obtained. Furthermore, if the theory is established, it 
makes possible the application of the mathematical methods 
hcing developed for field and wave physics to biological ma•

1 
terial, thereby placing the study of biological organization <iii 
a mathematical us well ns an experimental basia. t 
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